Stake Out Parkings (P5 -P6-P7-P8-P9)
These parkings will not have electricity, but there will be bathrooms near each parking and a shower area
near the BAR FREE BATHROOM AND SHOWER SERVICE
•
•
•

For athletes sleeping in Hotel / Camping / Apartments etc.
Parking in Stake Out area (they will have a CAR PARKING PASS) will be FREE with no time restrictions
For Athletes Sleeping in PRIVATE PAYMENT AREAS with Electricity (Parking P1-P2-P3)
Parking in Stake Out area (they will have a CAR PARKING PASS) will be FREE with no time restrictions
For Athletes Sleeping in Caravan, Trucks, Tents, inside STAKE OUT Parking Area (P5 -P6-P7-P8-P9)
Parking in Stake Out area (they will have a STAKE OUT PARKING PASS)
10€ municipality fee for each vehicle with no time restrictions and any additional fees

Attention: Parkings are mainly in Asphalt, only a few have beside the usable grass areas, so it will not
be possible to plant pickets.
The tents will be fixed to the ground by other means (weights or rocks) if necessary.

STAKE OUT PARKING PASS REQUEST
Each Nation will request a STAKE OUT PARKING PASS (10€ municipality fee for each vehicle with no time
restrictions and any additional fees) for the vehicles staying at night (Caravan, Trucks, Tents).
The request must be sent to comunicazione@csen.it with the attached form (stake out.docx) before 01
October 2017 and pay before 01 October 2017

PASS DELIVERY
Each PASS will be given to each TEAM LEADER in Secretary at their arrive on site.
Each PASS MUST be visible and exposed on the windscreen of the vehicle for controls (to avoid
unauthorized cars occupying places for authorized vehicles).
The following PASS will be available in Secretary:
STAKE OUT PARKING PASS (10€ municipality fee for each vehicle with no time restrictions and any
additional fees) as in Request form (stake out.docx) ONLY for the vehicles staying at night (Caravan, Trucks,
Tents).
CAR PARKING PASS (FREE with no time restrictions) for vehicles of atheles sleeping out of the stake out
(Hotel / Camping / Apartments/ PRIVATE PAYMENT AREAS with Electricity (Parking P1-P2-P3), etc.

If you have further question don’t hesitate to write to info@ecf2017.it

F.A.Q. (Stake out and Parking):
* PASS is valid for 3 days? And People that stays from Thursday and leave on Monday, so 5 days?
NO, STAKE OUT PARKING PASS and CAR PARKING PASS are without time restrictions
* What about people that are in stake out with a Caravan, but would have a tent near the Caravan for
childrens? If Tents are forbidden in stake out, should we book a place in the Camping and pay a lot more?
NO they can put tent in Stake Out Parkings (they will pay STAKE OUT PARKING PASS only for the caravan
with no time restrictions)
* What about people who booked a room in Hotel or apartment nearby? They will park their cars in
payment parkings(how much it costs and how far are these Parkings from the starting area)?
NO they can put cars in Stake out Parkings (with a FREE CAR PARKING PASS with no time restrictions)
* Who can use the Stake OUT Parkings?
ONLY Athletes and their companions
* All the Athletes and their companions have to pay 10€?

ONLY

No,
Athletes Sleeping in Caravan, Trucks, Tents, inside STAKE OUT Parking Area (P5 -P6-P7-P8P9) will pay the STAKE OUT PARKING PASS.
Other Athletes and companions can put cars in Stake out Parkings (with a FREE CAR PARKING PASS with
no time restrictions)
* There will be enough space for all vehicles in Parking Area?
YES, there is plenty of space for all Athletes Cars, inside STAKE OUT Parking area (P5 -P6-P7-P8-P9)
Team Leaders prefers to group each Country Members in the same Parking Area.
Trying to satisfying your request, the Staff will verify, September 15th , if it’s possible. We will do all we
can to group the athletes in Nations, giving priority to Nations with big numbers, the to nations with big
numbers.
Usually, in previous Championships:
* Parking for athletes was always FREE (sometimes spectators pay) the hotel or apartment is still expensive.
This year parking for athletes sleeping in hotels/apartments or campings is also FREE (with FREE CAR
PARKING PASS)
* Stake out free or maximum 10€ for weekend (5days).
STAKE OUT PARKING PASS -> 10€ municipality fee for each vehicle with no time restrictions and any
additional fees
CAR PARKING PASS -> FREE with no time restrictions
* Tents were always accepted in Stake out.
It will be the same this year. Limitation of tents was an indication of the municipality, but after a meeting
between Staff and Municipality they decided to admit tents as always be in ECF Championships, for the
entire period of athletes stay.

